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Abstract. We propose a novel context-free grammar representation for
parsing libraries in a pure programming language. Our representation
explicitizes the recursion in the grammar, thus avoiding fundamental
limitations of the grammar model currently employed by parser combi-
nator libraries. Additionally, we decouple the grammar from its semantic
actions using techniques from the Multirec generic programming library.
The look and feel of the grammar and semantic actions remain close to
traditional EBNF and syntax-directed definitions respectively.

In an accompanying technical report, we demonstrate that our repre-
sentation supports more declarative implementations of grammar trans-
formations than other work. The ideas described in this paper form the
basis for our freely available grammar-combinators parsing library 1.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Arithmetic Expressions

Let’s start this paper with one of the standard examples used in parser literature:
a simple language of arithmetic expressions of the form “(6 ∗ (4 + 2)) + 6”. The
following grammar defines this language in a formalism similar to (E)BNF [1]:

Line → Expr EOF
Expr → Expr ‘+ ’ Term

→ Term
Term → Term ‘∗ ’ Factor

→ Factor
Factor → ‘ ( ’ Expr ‘ ) ’

→ Dig i t+
Dig i t → ‘0 ’ | ‘1 ’ | ‘2 ’ | . . . | ‘8 ’ | ‘9 ’

1 http://projects.haskell.org/grammar-combinators



The definitions of Expr and Term are such that “a+b*c” can only be inter-
preted interpreted as “a+(b*c)” and “a+b+c” only as “(a+b)+c”. This mod-
elling of operator precedence and left-associativity is idiomatic for LR-style
grammars, but fundamentally relies on left-recursion: one of the productions
of non-terminal Expr, for example, refers back to Expr itself in the first position.

In order to obtain a parser for this grammar (without manually writing it our-
selves), several options are available. Parser generators like Yacc [2] and ANTLR
[3] translate the grammar (provided in an EBNF-like formalism) into source code
in the developer’s programming language. This has proven to be a succesful tech-
nique in practice, but suffers from various downsides: little assurance for syntax-
and type-correctness of generated code, little reuse of the developer’s existing
programming environment (editor, type-checker, debugger, build system etc.)
etc.

1.2 Parser Combinators

An elegant alternative are parser combinators. In this approach, the grammar is
defined directly in a general purpose programming language. Parsers are consid-
ered first-class values and can be combined, extended, reused etc. With Swierstra
and Duponcheel’s well-known parser combinator library UUParse [4], our arith-
metic expressions language can be expressed with the following definitions:

line = expr ⊂∗ pEnd
expr = foldr ($) #$ term ~many exprTail
exprTail = (+)⊂$ pSym ’+’~ term
term = foldr ($) #$ factor ~many termTail
termTail = (∗)⊂$ pSym ’*’~ factor
factor = read #$ some digit

� pSym ’(’ ∗⊃ expr ⊂∗ pSym ’)’

digit = pSym (’0’, ’9’)

All non-terminals are defined as Haskell values that directly represent the
corresponding parser functions. The function pSym returns a primitive parser
for a single character (either equal to a given or between two given characters).
These are then combined using the Applicative and Alternative operators ~
(sequence, apply left result to right result) and � (disjunction) and shorthands #$
(apply value to result), ⊂$ (substitute value for result), and ∗⊃ and ⊂∗ (sequence,
ignore left resp. right result). The many and some combinators return parsers
that respectively match zero or more or one or more times a given parser.

Note that the parser functions above mix semantic actions in the definitions
of the parser functions. All parsers return the semantic value of the non-terminal
they represent: the integer or char (for the digit parser) value of the matched
string. We consider this mixing of grammar and semantics non-ideal and we will
come back to this problem in section 2.4.

Important to notice about the definitions above, is that we have (manually)
removed left-recursion from the grammar and replaced it with a different mod-
elling of the left-associativity and precedence of the operators. This alternative



modelling is typical for LL-style grammars and traditional parser combinator
libraries indeed require the user to perform such a transformation by hand.

1.3 ω-regular grammars considered harmful

The Parsec parser definitions above express recursion between non-terminals
using recursively defined Haskell values. Haskell supports this thanks to its call-
by-need (lazy) evaluation strategy. At first sight, it seems that this allows the
Parsec parser to faithfully represent the recursive structure of the original gram-
mar. However, closer inspection learns that what the Haskell values represent is
in fact not so much a graph than an infinite tree. Because of Haskell’s purely
functional nature [5], we know that the value of the expression expr is observa-
tionally equivalent to what we get if we expand it to its definition, and likewise
if we expand subexpressions to their definitions:

expr ≡ foldr ($) #$ term ~many exprTail
≡ foldr ($) #$ (foldr ($) #$ factor ~many termTail) ~many exprTail
≡ foldr ($) #$ (foldr ($) #$

(read #$ some digit � pSym ’(’ ∗⊃ expr ⊂∗ pSym ’)’) ~
many termTail) ~many exprTail

In this way, we find an expansion of the definition of expr containing expr
itself as a subexpression, so that we can continue expanding forever, to obtain an
infinite number of expanded expressions, growing in size, and each indistinguish-
able from the original definition of expr . For any finite number of evaluation steps
n, it is in fact possible to construct an expression which cannot be distinguished
from the original in less than n evaluation steps: simply take the original defini-
tion of expr , perform n+ 1 expansions, and then make a change in the result of
the final expansion.

Practically, this means that a parser library working with such parser defini-
tions, and respecting referential transparency (see section 4.1), is fundamentally
limited. It cannot, for example, print a representation of the grammar in any
finite number of evaluation steps n, because it might be looking at another
grammar that can only be distinguished from the original after more than n
computation steps. Similarly, no parsing library using this grammar model can
calculate parsing tables upfront, fully execute a grammar transformation, or
perform a sanity check for LL(1)-ness.

Because of the similarity of such grammar definitions to infinite regular gram-
mars, we will refer to this grammar model as ω-regular.

1.4 Toward Context-Free Grammars

Given these fundamental limitations of the ω-regular grammar model employed
by current parser combinator libraries, we define in this paper an alternate rep-
resentation that does not suffer from these limitations. We will do this without



jeopardising the advantages of a parser combinator library (stay in the devel-
oper’s programming language, keep the close relation of grammar definitions to
the original grammar, ensure type safety, keep purely functional style).

The most important step is to make the recursion in the grammar explicit.
Concretely, we want to be able to distinguish the different expansions of the expr
parser above. Even if these expansions can be considered functionally equivalent
from a strict parsing point of view, we still need to be able to treat them differ-
ently if we want to be able to print grammars, analyse or transform them.

So, what could be a better way to represent context-free grammars? A simple
attempt to construct a better representation of our example grammar starts by
defining the non-terminals as first class values:

data Domain = Line | Expr | Term | Factor | Digit

Our grammar can then be defined as a function that maps every non-terminal to
its production rules. With unspecified primitive operations token, endOfInput ,
〈·〉, ||| and >>> in a ProductionRule type class, we would like it to look somewhat
like the following pseudo-code:

grammarArith :: (ProductionRule p)⇒ Domain → p ()
grammarArith Line = 〈Expr〉>>> endOfInput
grammarArith Expr = 〈Expr〉>>> token ’+’>>> 〈Term〉

||| 〈Term〉
...

With non-terminals as first-class values, we avoid the problems related to ω-
regular grammars discussed before: for a recursive position in a production rule,
we do not embed that non-terminal’s production rules directly (as we would do
in traditional parser combinator libraries), but instead, we use an abstract 〈·〉
operator that just marks the position where the recursion appears.

Let’s now suppose that we want our grammar to generate an Abstract Syntax
Tree (AST) using the following data types.

newtype Line = SExpr Expr
data Expr = Sum Expr Term

| STerm Term
data Term = Product Term Factor

| SFactor Factor
data Factor = Paren Expr

| LiteralNumber [Digit ]
newtype Digit = MkDigit Char

If the grammar produces AST result values, then it is not coupled to any con-
crete set of semantic actions. Semantic actions can be implemented as functions
mapping parsed AST values to their semantic values.

grammarArith :: (ProductionRule p)⇒ Domain → p ()
grammarArith Line = SExpr $>> 〈Expr〉>>> endOfInput



grammarArith Expr = Sum $>> 〈Expr〉>>>∗ token ’+’>>> 〈Term〉
||| STerm $>> 〈Term〉

...

Unfortunately, the above grammar does not type check. Essentially, the prob-
lem is that all our non-terminals are of type Domain, so that all references 〈idx 〉
must share a single result type. With the simple non-terminal representation
above, we cannot express that non-terminal Line corresponds to a different type
of semantic values than non-terminal Expr .

Additionally, making the grammar produce AST result values is not necessar-
ily a good idea. First, in cases where semantic values are small, it is not memory
efficient, as the AST will be kept around in its entirety throughout the parsing
process, even those parts which have already been processed by the semantic
processor and are no longer needed. As long as the top node of the tree is being
referenced, a garbage collector cannot deallocate any of the child nodes, since
all of them are still being referenced. Secondly, this solution is also inherently
linked to a top-down matching order, as it can only start producing semantic
actions starting from the root node.

In this paper, we propose a solution to these problems based on a repre-
sentation of non-terminals not all sharing the same type, which we present in
section 2.1. In section 2.3, we define a well-typed primitive recursion operator 〈·〉
and in section 2.4, we abstract grammars from their semantics without working
with a full intermediate AST. Section 2.5 shows what the resulting grammar
and semantic actions look like. In section 3, we discuss the expressive power and
performance that can be expected from a library using our grammar model and
in sections 4 and 5, we discuss related work and offer a conclusion.

2 An explicitly recursive representation

2.1 Representing Non-Terminals

We will model the set of non-terminals (the domain) as a “subkind” with proof
terms, using the technique employed by Yakushev et al. to model indices into
a set of mutually recursive data types in Multirec [6]. The “subkind” φarith
represents the domain of our arithmetic expressions grammar:

data φarith ix where Line :: φarith Line
Expr :: φarith Expr
Term :: φarith Term
Factor :: φarith Factor
Digit :: φarith Digit

We use the previously defined AST types Line, Expr , Term, Factor and Digit
to represent the non-terminals at the type-level. The GADT [7] φarith defines,
for each non-terminal ix , a term of type φarith ix , serving as a proof that ix is
part of the domain φarith . With this “subkind” representation, we can express



that a function is polymorphic over precisely the five non-terminal types in the
domain, if it has type f :: ∀ ix . φ ix → . . . Note also that Haskell’s separation
between type and function name spaces allows the data constructor Expr and
the type Expr to share the same name.

Because our non-terminal identifiers (Line, Expr etc.) all have different types,
we can represent semantic values as a data family [8] over these types, associating
each non-terminal type with the type of its semantic value. We will refer to such
a family as a semantic value family. We define one such family for the φarith
domain, written JKvalue· .

data family JKvalue· ix

newtype instance JKvalue· Line = J·KvalueLine Int

newtype instance JKvalue· Expr = J·KvalueExpr Int

newtype instance JKvalue· Term = J·KvalueTerm Int

newtype instance JKvalue· Factor = J·KvalueFactor Int

newtype instance JKvalue· Digit = J·KvalueDecimal Char

This semantic value family specifies that for each non-terminal an Int value
is kept (its calculated value), except for Digit , for which a character is kept.

2.2 Production rules

We represent a grammar as a function mapping each non-terminal onto its pro-
duction rules. To construct these production rules, we use combinators based on
UUParse. We define them in type classes ProductionRule and CharProductionRule,
so that algorithms can implement them as they need to.

class ProductionRule p where
(>>>) :: p (a → b)→ p a → p b
(|||) :: p va → p va → p va

ε
[
·
]

:: a → p a
endOfInput :: p ()
die :: p a

class CharProductionRule p where
token :: Char → p Char

Many of the functions above correspond directly to functions in the stan-
dard Applicative or Alternative type classes, but we avoid them for stylistic
consistency and because we want to avoid the (ω-regular style) some and many
operators in Alternative. The >>> operator (corresponds to ~) represents se-
quencing of rules, applying the function result of the first rule to the result of
the second (idiomatic for an applicative parser combinator style). The ||| oper-
ator (�) represents disjunction of parser rules, ε

[
v
]

(pure v) represents a rule
matching the empty string and returning v as the parse result. The operator
die (empty) returns a rule that always fails and endOfInput only matches the
end of the string being parsed, returning a unit value. The token function in the



CharProductionRule type class operator produces a rule that matches a single
character and returns it. In the grammar-combinators library, a more complex
version of the latter type class is used, that is polymorphic in the token type.

We omit the definitions for shorthand operators $>>, >>>∗ and $>>∗, respectively
applying a given function to the result of a rule, ignoring a sequenced rule’s result,
and replacing a rule’s result with a given value.

2.3 A different take on recursion

The crux to representing recursion properly in our grammars is the primitive
recursion construct 〈·〉, defined in the RecProductionRule type class below. The
expression 〈idx 〉 represents a recursive reference to non-terminal idx . Its result
type is defined as r ix , where r is the semantic value family carried around by the
production rule type p. The RecProductionRule class’s functional dependencies
φ and r will make sure that all rules in a grammar use the same domain and
have consistent type requirements for references.

class RecProductionRule p φ r | p → φ, p → r where
〈·〉 :: φ ix → p (r ix )

It is important to note that we do not define the 〈·〉 operator in a type class
just to add superficial polymorphism. On the contrary, it is precisely this ability
to overload the 〈·〉 operator that will allow our algorithms to handle recursion
in the way they need to. Some algorithms will simply unfold the recursion com-
pletely, effectively reverting back to the ω-regular representation, but others will
handle the recursion in a fundamentally different way (e.g. limiting recursion
depth, printing a string “<...>” in a grammar printer).

2.4 Semantic value family polymorphism

Semantic value families allow us to impose a consistent typing of production
rules in a grammar, but a remaining problem is that we do not actually want
to couple a grammar to a single semantic value family. For example, for our
arithmetic expressions grammar, we will further on define the calcArith set of
semantic actions (we will refer to such a set as a semantic processor), that
uses the JKvalue· family defined above to calculate the result of expressions as
they are recognized. Other useful semantic processors could transform the same
expressions into reverse polish notation, construct an AST or perform some form
of side effects in a Monad . Clearly, we improve the modularity of grammars
greatly if we can decouple them from their semantic processors.

As discussed in section 1.4, we do not want to solve this problem with the
AST as a mandatory intermediate representation for parse results, because it
is not memory efficient and limited to a top-down matching order. A better
approach uses (again) techniques from the Multirec generic programming library
by Yakushev et al. [6]. They use a representation of mutually recursive data
types as the fixed point of a pattern functor to manipulate them in generic



algorithms. The AST data types shown previously are an example of such a
family of mutually recursive data types, and the following is its pattern functor:

data PFarith r ix where
SExprF :: r Expr → PFarith r Line
SumF :: r Expr → r Term → PFarith r Expr
STermF :: r Term → PFarith r Expr
ProductF :: r Term → r Factor → PFarith r Term
SFactorF :: r Factor → PFarith r Term
ParenF :: r Expr → PFarith r Factor
LiteralNumberF :: [r Digit ]→ PFarith r Factor
MkDigitF :: Char → PFarith r Digit

type instance PF φarith = PFarith

The GADT PFarith defines constructors analogous to the constructors of our
AST data types, but recursive positions of type ix are replaced with values r ix
of the argument semantic value family r . As such, the semantic value family
r plays the role of a subtree representation functor (our terminology), defining
what values to keep for subtrees of AST nodes. Pattern functor values are tagged
with the AST node type they represent. The type family instance registers the
pattern functor as the pattern functor for domain φarith .

Like for simply recursive types, data types isomorphic to our original AST
data types can be recovered from this pattern functor by taking its fixed point
using a type-level fixpoint combinator HFix . But the pattern functor also allows
to do more with the AST values. Yakushev et al. demonstrate how to go back
and forth between a type ix in a domain φ and its one-level unfolding of type
PF φ I∗ ix (where I∗ is a wrapping identity functor: I∗ ix ∼ ix ). For our example,
they could convert a value of the AST type Expr into an unfolded value of type
PFarith I∗ Expr , exposing the top-level of its structure (similar, if you will, to the
unfold operation for iso-recursive types [9, pp. 276-277]). Generic operations on
instances of the pattern functor then allow them to implement various general-
purpose generic algorithms. All of this gives an impressive, elegant and powerful
generic programming machinery, but for our purposes, it is actually more useful
to work with the pattern functor in a different way.

A powerful feature of the pattern functor is in fact the abstraction of the sub-
tree representation functor r , allowing subtrees to be represented differently than
as full subtrees. If we take our semantic value family JKvalue· as this subtree repre-
sentation functor (instead of the wrapping identity functor I∗), then subtrees in
the one-level unfolding of an AST are represented just by their calculated value
(instead of a full sub-AST). For example, the value (SumF J15KvalueExpr J3KvalueTerm) of

type (PFarith JKvalue· Expr) represents an Expr value, constructed as the sum of
another Expr and a Term, where we only know that the value of the left hand
side Expr is 15 and the right hand side Term has value 3. In general, the pattern
functor PFarith allows us to represent an AST where subtrees have already been
processed into a semantic value, and this turns out to be precisely the vehicle we



need for modelling the collaboration between a grammar, a parsing algorithm
and a semantic processor.

· · · Expr

Expr · · ·
’+’ · · ·

Term · · ·

r Expr

Char

r Term

(a) Parser.

· · · Expr

Expr · · ·
’+’ · · ·

Term · · ·

r Expr

Char

r Term

PFarith r Expr

SumF

(b) Grammar.

· · · Expr

Expr · · ·
’+’ · · ·

Term · · ·

r Expr

Char

r Term

PFarith r Expr

r Expr

(c) Semantic Processor.

Fig. 1: A graphical representation of the collaboration between parser, grammar
and semantic processor, using φarith ’s pattern functor over a semantic value
family r as an intermediate representation.

Let us consider production rule Expr → Expr ‘+’Term as an example. Figure 1
shows a graphical illustration of this collaboration (for a semantic processor
working with a semantic value family r). In Figure 1a, the parser has matched the
right-hand side elements of the production rule and has obtained their semantic
values, respectively typed r Expr , Char and r Term. In 1b, the grammar tells us
how these three values are to be combined into the top of an AST, by combining
them into a value of type PFarith r Expr . For this production rule, the SumF
constructor is used, throwing away the parse result for token ’+’. By using
the pattern functor, the grammar does not need to know anything about the
semantic value family r that is being used. In Figure 1c, the semantic processor
accepts the constructed PFarith r Expr value, calculates the combined semantic
value and returns a processed value of type r Expr to the parser for use in
subsequent matches. Note that none of the above assumes a top-down matching
order.

2.5 So what do we get?

With all of this, the machinery for our context-free grammar combinators is in
place, and we can define our running example grammar as follows:

type ExtendedContextFreeGrammar φ = ∀ p r ix . (ProductionRule p,
CharProductionRule p,RecProductionRule p φ r ,
LoopProductionRule p φ r)⇒ φ ix → p (PF φ r ix )



grammarArith :: ExtendedContextFreeGrammar φarith

grammarArith Line = LineF $>> 〈Expr〉>>>∗ endOfInput
grammarArith Expr = STermF $>> 〈Term〉

||| SumF $>> 〈Expr〉>>>∗ token ’+’>>> 〈Term〉
grammarArith Term = SFactorF $>> 〈Factor〉

||| ProductF $>> 〈Term〉>>>∗ token ’*’>>> 〈Factor〉
grammarArith Factor = NumberF $>> 〈Digit〉+

||| ParenF $>>∗ token ’(’>>> 〈Expr〉>>>∗ token ’)’

grammarArith Digit = DigitF $>> tokenRange [’0’ . . ’9’]

We first define a general ExtendedContextFreeGrammar type synonym, express-
ing that an extended context-free grammar is a function returning a production
rule for every non-terminal. The ∀ · quantification expresses that it must be de-
fined for any production rule interpretation type p supporting the context-free
grammar operations of type classes ProductionRule, CharProductionRule and
RecProductionRule, and a type class LoopProductionRule that we have not en-
countered yet. It must also work with any semantic value family r , producing
values of the pattern functor PF φ with r as the subtree representation type.

Our grammar grammarArith is typed ExtendedContextFreeGrammar φarith ,
neatly expressing exactly what it is, namely an extended context-free grammar
for the domain φarith . The production rules are defined using combinators we
saw before, and values of PFarith r are produced using the pattern functor’s
constructors. The one thing we have not yet discussed is the use of 〈Digit〉+ in
the production rule for Factor , representing one or more times the Digit non-
terminal. The 〈·〉+ operator (and its companion 〈·〉∗) is defined in the type class
LoopProductionRule, and it is the use of this class that makes the grammar an
extended context-free grammar. One of the algorithms we discuss in our technical
report [10] automates the standard translation of such an extended grammar into
a grammar using only normal references over an enlarged domain.

Stylistically, the pattern functor constructors end up at the beginning of each
production rule, giving a nice visual tagging of the rules, and defining for each
production rule what kind of AST node it corresponds with. The shorthand
operators >>>∗ and $>>∗ allow us to indicate that the result of their right-hand
side rules are not significant for the construction of the AST without distracting
attention from the grammar. Note finally that this grammar is closer to the
original grammar than the Parsec version on page 2, because we have done
nothing to remove left recursion from the grammar and because semantics are
kept separate from the grammar definition.

Our semantic processors become remarkably similar to syntax-directed defi-
nitions traditionally used with parser generators [11, pp. 303–323]:

type Processor φ r = ∀ ix . φ ix → PF φ r ix → r ix

calcArith :: Processor φarith JKvalue·
calcArith Line (LineF JlKvalueExpr ) = JeKvalueLine

calcArith Expr (SumF JeKvalueExpr JtKvalueTerm) = Je + tKvalueExpr

calcArith Expr (STermF JtKvalueTerm) = JtKvalueExpr



calcArith Term (ProductF JeKvalueTerm JtKvalueFactor ) = Je ∗ tKvalueTerm

calcArith Term (SFactorF JtKvalueFactor ) = JtKvalueTerm

calcArith Factor (ParenF JeKvalueExpr ) = JeKvalueFactor

calcArith Factor (NumberF ds)

= Jread $ map (λJdKvalueDecimal → d) dsKvalueFactor

calcArith Digit (DigitF c) = JcKvalueDecimal

This processor implements the direct calculation of Int values for subexpres-
sions that we have previously described. Note its type Processor φarith JKvalue· ,
expressing that it is a processor for domain φarith , producing semantic values of
family JKvalue· . Like in traditional parser combinator libraries, a semantic proces-
sor can also produce side effects, simply by working with monadic calculations
as semantic values instead of simple values.

Another example of a semantic processor, for which we do not need to provide
any code, can be found in Yakushev et al.’s Multirec paper [6]. They define a
function to :: φ ix → PF φ I∗ ix → ix in the Fam type class, transforming a
single-level unfolding of an AST (as described earlier) back into the traditional
AST data type. Serendipitously, this function only needs to be composed with
the I∗ constructor to make a ready-to-use and important semantic processor for
our grammars. The function (I∗ .) . to (applying I∗ to the result of applying to
to two arguments) is precisely the semantic processor that produces a wrapped
version of the AST as its semantic value. This elegant correspondence illustrates
that our use of Multirec pattern functors to abstract semantic actions is a natural
and powerful fit.

3 The proof of the pudding

3.1 Features

A grammar representation can only ever be as useful as the algorithms that
can work with it. Because of space constraints, we do not in this text discuss
implementations of grammar algorithms. In an accompanying technical report
[10], we discuss the implementation of three important grammar algorithms:

printGrammar Pretty-print a grammar definition in an (E)BNF like notation.
foldLoops Perform the standard translation of an extended context-free gram-

mar to a normal context-free grammar over an enlarged domain.
transformLeftCorner Apply the left-corner transform [12] to convert a left-recursive

grammar to an equivalent non-left-recursive grammar. Contrary to other
work, our implementation of the transformation uses a functional style.

Furthermore, we have implemented an elaborate grammar analysis, transfor-
mation and parsing Haskell library called grammar-combinators, that is freely
available online. This library is designed as a collection of independently us-
able, purely functional grammar algorithms that together form a comprehensive



grammar library. The library provides various features that, to the best of our
knowledge, are unavailable in any existing parser EDSL library.

Some practical features are a powerful transformation library (including the
left-corner transform and a uniform version of Paull’s left-recursion removal [11,
p. 177] and support for pre-computing grammar transformations at compile time
using Template Haskell [13]), a packrat parser [14] and basic compatibility com-
ponents for UUParse [4] and Parsec [15].

A lot of interesting work remains to be done using the grammar-combinators
library. It is published as an open source (GNU LGPL) library in the hope to
attract people interested in parsing practice and/or EDSL implementations, both
from research and practical perspectives. In the accompanying technical report
[10], we discuss some ideas for interesting future work. Some possible applications
are automatic inference of branches requiring backtracking for Parsec, checking
LL(*)-ness and absence of left-recursion in grammars, and penalty-based error
handling and syntax-correct completion for grammars in interactive scenario’s.

3.2 Limitations

Defining the domain, pattern functor, semantic value family (families) and se-
mantic processors for a grammar adds complexity, abstraction, and some extra
work (even though the transformations in our library can reduce work as well).
The extra features that we can offer using our approach will have to weigh up
against these downsides. However, some limitations additionally need to be taken
into account.

A compelling feature of parser combinators that we have not looked at, is the
ease with which you can combine unrelated parsers into new ones. Our approach
requires a full view of grammars (which is needed for transformations, e.g.), and
this makes us lose the simple inherent compositionality of parser combinators.
We believe however that a grammar combination primitive can be introduced to
recover much of this compositionality, but currently this remains future work.

Another limitation of our approach is that all the abstraction we add, in-
evitably has a performance cost. We have not yet performed a thorough perfor-
mance evaluation of the ideas in this paper, but in some initial experiments we
have observed that for a simple example grammar, parsing our grammar using
UUParse after the uniform Paull transformation was up to 50 times slower than
a corresponding hand-written UUParse parser. Amazingly, this factor reduced
to about 3 using GHC aggressive inlining as proposed by Magalhães et al. [16] to
optimize generic code. By additionally performing the transformation at compile
time using Template Haskell, we were able to reduce the slowdown further to
slightly over 2. It’s clear that a lot of work remains to be done here: inspect the
GHC-transformed code to better understand results, look at more fine-grained
inlining flags, investigate memory consumption.



4 Related work

This text touches on many well-studied fields of research, such as that of parser
combinators. Therefore, in this section we limit ourselves to an overview of closely
related work. For background material on context-free grammars, parsing and
grammar transformations, we refer to Aho, Sethi and Ullman [11].

4.1 Observable Sharing

Observing recursion in recursively defined values is sometimes referred to as
“observable sharing”. It is an open problem how this can be done in general in
functional languages like Haskell. Several solutions have been explored, ranging
from observing sharing within the IO monad [17] to adding referential identity
as a fundamental language feature [18]. Our solution takes a fundamentally dif-
ferent approach than the cited work in the sense that we do not actually provide
observable sharing but rather avoid the need for it. We avoid defining recursive
values, instead just marking the place where recursion takes place with an ab-
stract 〈·〉 call, so that it can be handled suitably by algorithms working with the
grammar. This approach can also be interesting for the motivating applications
of this other work.

4.2 Parser Combinators

Parser combinators have a long history (we refer to Leijen and Meijer [15] for
references), but most work employs an ω-regular representation of grammars,
with the associated downsides that we have discussed in section 1. Here, we limit
ourselves to work that uses a representation of grammars in which recursion is
observable.

TTTAS Baars and Swierstra [19] (previous work [20]) develop an implemen-
tation of the left-corner grammar transform using type-level natural numbers
as the representation of non-terminals. They ensure type-safety in their trans-
formation algorithm using a type environment encoded as a list of types. They
propose a transformation library based on the arrows abstraction, which they
use essentially for the generation of fresh type-level identifiers. Baars and Swier-
stra’s work shares some technical features with our work. Their representation
of grammars also explicitly represents recursion in the grammar in a well-typed
way, and their implementation of the left-corner transform allows the use of
left-recursive grammars with traditional parser combinator libraries.

Nevertheless, we believe our work does provide significant improvements over
theirs. Our representation of non-terminals as a “subkind with proof terms” [6]
and type environments as data families is much less complex. In combination
with the Multirec library, we provide semantic value family polymorphism for
grammars, which Baars and Swierstra do not. Additionally, in contrast with
Baars and Swierstra’s stateful Trafo transformation arrows, our implementation



of the left-corner transformation (and others) does not need fresh non-terminal
identifiers and is implemented in a purely functional style [10].

Baars and Swierstra’s grammars seem designed for compiler-generation in
Viera et al.’s alternative for the standard Haskell read -function [21] and they
are less easily human-readable than our grammars. Finally, Baars and Swierstra
only discuss an implementation of the left-corner grammar transform, while we
show the importance of our approach for a wider parsing library and discuss
implementations of a variety of useful algorithms as building blocks in a general
grammar analysis, transformation and parsing library [10].

Dependently typed parsing libraries Brink, Holdermans and Löh describe
a dependently typed parser combinator library [22], implemented in the Agda
programming language [23]. Agda’s dependently typed nature simplifies the re-
quirements on the representation of non-terminals (types of production rules can
more simply depend on non-terminals). They implement the left-corner trans-
formation in their formalism, and they show how dependent types allow them
to produce a machine-checkable proof of a language-inclusion property for the
transformation.

The proof of correctness properties beyond type-safety is out of range in a
language like Haskell and we think that Brink et al.’s demonstration of a prov-
ably correct grammar transformation shows that dependently typed functional
programming is the way of the future, finally fulfilling old promises of practi-
cal provably correct programming. Nevertheless, when looking at the modelling
of grammars, our model provides some advantages over theirs, such as a nicer
syntax for grammars and semantic value polymorphism.

4.3 Squiggolist attribute grammars

Our modelling of semantic processors described in section 2.5 corresponds in an
interesting way to Fokkinga et al.’s modelling of an attribute grammar as a cata-
morphism [24]. The functor F they define corresponds to our pattern functors
PF φ, but we do not need their third simplifying assumption (all non-terminals
have the same semantic value) because of our use of Multirec. Their production
and evaluation rule labels correspond (even visually) to AST pattern functor
constructors in our model, which is a more meaningful concept. The main dif-
ference is that we do not model general attribute grammars with both upward
and downward information flow, like they do, but only allow upward informa-
tion flow (resulting in so-called S-attributed grammars), making our processors
independent from a matching order.

5 Conclusion

In summary, in this paper we make the following contributions:



– We discuss the fundamental limitations of the “ω-regular” grammar model
used by current parser combinator libraries and argue the need for a richer
model.

– We propose one novel such richer context-free grammar model, featuring type
safety, referential transparency, natural grammar and semantic processor
definitions and memory efficient semantic value family polymorphism.

– We discuss evidence that our representation is viable for the implementation
of a wide range grammar algorithms (contrary to current parser combinator
models), referring to an accompanying technical report for details, and a
reference to our freely available Haskell grammar-combinators library that
is based on the ideas in this text.
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